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LARGE FLOW FLUCTUATIONS ON THE POUDRE RIVER NEAR FORT COLLINS
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We investigated the reasons why there are often large, rapid flow fluctuations on the 
Poudre, why they may be important for river health and some users, and what might be 
done to lessen their likely negative impact.

Gaging records reveal spikes or plunges that are large, brief, and not always easy to explain.  
This investigation was meant to explore the reasons and brainstorm potential remedies. 

We used 15-minute data for 2016 from the Canyon Gage to the 
Boxelder Gage.  Map shows water imports and withdrawals, 
green arrows were available data, yellow were unavailable.

Abrupt �ow plunges can dewater channels (especially side channels) leading to �sh      
stranding, especially when slopes are low and the riverbed is more rocks than sand.

Though we do not fully understand the impacts on the 
Poudre, negative or positive, abrupt �ow �uctuations 
are closely associated with higher energetic costs, 
lower growth rates, and reduced spawning and rearing 
success for many �sh species.
For example, abrupt �ow spikes can disrupt brown 
trout spawning in October. 

Most large, abrupt �uctuations were either explainable due 
to routine opening and closing of diversions above and 
below the Lincoln Gage, or not explainable given unavail-
ability of data.  But two other situations were more unex-
pected:

There may be operational opportunities to mitigate at 
least some abrupt �uctuations, including tweaking ramp-
ing rate guidelines and exploring changes with existing or 
potentially new diversions.

There may also be structural opportunities including     
automation of diversion headgates and trash rack modi�-
cations, as well as adding �sh passage facilities that would 
help bu�er some �ow �uctuations.

2016 may have been an unusually subdued year for 
abrupt �uctuations.  More years of more data on more   
diversions may reveal other opportunities to improve the 
�ow regime, especially for warm water �sh and public 
safety.  

Abrupt �ow �uctuations can a�ect the quality and safety of   
river-based recreation.  The public cannot  anticipate sudden 

�ow changes. Flows that are safe for a young child for tubing at      
10 AM could be unsafe by noon. 

In addition, there are often abrupt changes in the delivery 
of water from Horsetooth, frequently ramping down for 
weekends and ramping back up on weekdays.

Other times, there can be a 
delay in the “capture” of 
water released for a speci�c 
diversion, resulting in a 
downstream spike.  If the 
capture had preceded the 
arrival of released water, 
there would have been a 
plunge.

Sometimes routine main-
tenance can suddenly 
shut down an ongoing 
diversion and result in a 
spike in downstream 
�ow.
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